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RELEASE 10.1 

How to Search for a Property 
The 10.1 release of Aqualus Water (previously MiWater) sees the search function moved from the home dashboard 
into the header and menu. This means that you can now perform a search from any section within Aqualus Water 
without needing to return to the home dashboard. To run a search, do the following: 

1. Find the search button in the header and click on it: 

 
 
This is a multi-functional search control. You can search for any one of the following, either in part or whole: 

• Address 
• AMR number 
• Meter code 

• Customer name 
• Assessment number 

2. Type in your search term: 

 
 

Submit your search by either pressing your “Enter” key or clicking on the search icon next to the text field. 

3. Review Your Search Results 
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All of the matching assessments / properties will be displayed along with new information like the current leak 
calculation and 7-day water usage. The property can be selected by either clicking on the “Select” button or the 
whole result row. This will reveal the new Property Dashboard. 

NOTE: If your search returns only result, such as if you are searching for a meter code or AMR number, then you 
will not see the search results, rather the related property dashboard will be immediately displayed. 

Try an Advanced Search: 

An advanced search allows you to use more parameters and filters on your search. After selecting the search 
control from the header, select the “Maximise” button. 

 

The advanced search form will be revealed. Using this form you can search based on recent consumption, rate 
types, meter type and classification and installation particulars. 

 
 
Once, you have filled in these details, press the “Text Search” button and the search results will be displayed as 
described in the previous section. 

Try a Map Search: 

View your search results on a map rather than as a report by selecting the “Map” search button after you have 
entered your parameters. 

 


